UNI-BOND

INJECTION SYSTEM
Easy INSTRUCTIONS
STEP 1: Establish which tiles have hollow areas under them, mark these tiles with tape for future application.
Note: If the grout joint has deteriorated or cracked out, it will be necessary to re-grout these joints before applying
the Uni-Bond.
STEP 2: Using a 3/8” drill with
the 1/8th masonry drill bit, drill
into the grout Joint (Minimum
grout joint width is 1/8th
inch.) The depth you are
drilling is the thickness of the
tile. You will need 1 possibly 2
holes per tile. USE CARE NOT
TO DRILL INTO THE TILE.

STEP 3: Using a shop vacuum,
clear away all loose debris in
the holes and around the tile.

STEP 4: Shake “Uni-Bond” well,
and then cut the nozzle at the
1/8th” mark before inserting
into the caulking gun. Put the
tip of the nozzle directly into
the drilled hole and surround
the nozzle with a wet sponge.
Now, hold the caulking gun
straight up and down and
inject with light pressure. While
pumping, begin to lightly tap
the tile with the rubber mallet.
This helps the flow of “UniBond”.

STEP 5: Clean any excess
material immediately with a
sponge and clean water.

STEP 6: Carefully place
weighted buckets of water
on the reset tiles and allow a
minimum of 24 hours curing.

STEP 7: Determine the color of your grout joints and
fill the existing drilled holes with Spectrum Caulk’s
matching color and texture.

Tools Needed: 3 – 1/8th masonry drill bits, 3/8th”
drill, caulking gun, grout sponge, rubber mallet, shop
vacuum and several empty 5 gallon pails.

Manufactured by:

UNI-BOND

The “Cure” For Hollow Tiles!

The Quick and Easy Solution to loose and hollow
Ceramic/Stone Tile Floors that have
lost their bond to concrete or plywood substrate.
UB The Uni-Bond injection system is designed to re-adhere ceramic/stone tiles and pavers which
have lost bond with the existing substrate.
UB Uni-Bond eliminates the time-consuming cleanup costs incurred by the conventional way of
repairing. There’s no dust, no odor and no disruption of re-tiling your floor, the floor is ready in
virtually no time.
UB Uni-Bond eliminates tile die-lot matching problems as you do not have to tear out the existing
tile.
UB Uni-Bond’s unique elastomeric qualities allow for limited deflection (a common cause for loss
of bond on concrete and plywood substrates) thus, eliminating a possible reoccurrence of the
same problem.
UB Uni-Bond is non-toxic and odor-free single component adhesive that in it’s uncured state,
cleans up with water.
UB Uni-Bond will fit in an average caulking gun for dispersing and uses a high-pressure tube
system for easy application.
UB Uni-Bond can be used on various flooring materials: ceramic tiles, quarry and brick pavers,
marble and stone tiles, mexican tiles and most laminated floors.
UB Uni-Bond is an inexpensive, labor-saving fix.

Make Your Floors Feel and Sound Like New Again!
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